Cluster headache as a first manifestation of multiple sclerosis: case report and literature review
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Abstract: Cluster headache (CH) is estimated to be the most common primary trigeminal autonomic headache, although it is a rare disabling medical condition. Dominant symptoms of CH include severe unilateral orbital, supraorbital, and/or temporal pain lasting from 15 to 180 minutes if untreated, associated with at least one of various autonomic symptoms during the headache, such as conjunctival injection, lacrimation, nasal congestion and rhinorrhea, facial sweating, miosis, ptosis, and eyelid edema. Headache is not frequently a symptom of multiple sclerosis (MS). The most commonly reported primary headaches are migraine without aura and a tension-type headache. Several described cases involved complicated migraine, ophthalmoplegic migraine-like headache, and finally cluster-like headache. We present a case of a 45-year-old male patient who had typical CH attacks as the initial and only clinical manifestation of MS, which was diagnosed after cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) isoelectric focusing and brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) investigation. He presented as a typical cluster-like headache patient since in the background of the CH symptoms and signs, were MS demyelinating lesions. In a patient with CH symptoms one should always think about the possibility of cluster-like headache, which presents the CH patient with different underlying diseases, so we proposed a protocol to evaluate such patients and exclude diseases that could be in the background of CH symptoms.
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Introduction
Cluster headache (CH) is the most common primary trigeminal autonomic cephalalgia (TAC), although it is a rare, disabling medical condition. Prevalence of CH in the general population is about 0.1%. Symptoms of CH include severe unilateral orbital, supraorbital and/or temporal pain lasting from 15 minutes to 180 minutes if untreated, associated with at least one of the autonomic symptoms, such as conjunctival injection, lacrimation, nasal congestion and rhinorrhea, facial sweating, miosis, ptosis, and eyelid edema.

During the active phase of disease, so-called “cluster periods”, attacks are mainly during night, repeating from once every second day to eight times per day. CH disease evolution can be chronic or episodic. When disease duration exceeds 1 year or when the remission period lasts less than 2 weeks, the chronic form is diagnosed. Some characteristics of CH are: male preponderance; precipitation of attacks by ingestion of alcohol, nitroglycerin, or histamine; cigarette smoking; head trauma; and even stressful work conditions.

Although, headache is not generally considered as a symptom of multiple sclerosis (MS), a few studies have investigated the association between these two diseases, and the most recent data show that headache is about 50% more frequent in MS patients.
than in controls or the general population. However, the incidence of headache in MS patients varies greatly, from 4% to 61.8%. These inconsistent data may be explained by different study designs and/or patient’s inclusion criteria.

The most frequently reported primary headaches are migraine without aura and tension-type headache. Several described cases involved complicated migraine, ophthalmoplegic migraine-like headache, and finally cluster-like headache (CLH).

Neuroimaging in CH patients is usually normal. However, different intracranial pathological changes, such as tumors, aneurysms, arteriovenous malformations, injuries, and infections can be found in 3%–5% of CH patients. In some cases, the term CLH is used because the characteristics of the headache pain do not always completely fulfill the International Classification of Headache Disorders (ICHD-II) diagnostic criteria for episodic or chronic CH. However, even in patients fulfilling all proposed diagnostic criteria, intracranial lesions may be discovered. On the other hand, some physicians find the diagnostic criteria to be crucial. This is our opinion also. Therefore, CLH or the sometimes used synonym “secondary cluster headache” only considers cases that completely fulfill the ICHD-II diagnostic criteria of CH differing only by the presence of another intracranial pathology, which may be involved; further, treatment of the associated disease should cure CLH. Gentile et al have proposed diagnostic criteria for CLH, which are summarized in Table 1.

### Case report

We present a 45-year-old male patient admitted to the Neurology Clinic of the Clinical Center of Serbia, with stabbing pain localized in deep in the left eye, spreading to the left side of the head, followed by conjunctival hyperemia of the left eye, lacrimation, and nasal congestion with rhinorrhea, also on the left side. The pain recurred from three to five times per day, usually lasting about 60 minutes. The pain was very intense, and therapy with several nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs was ineffective. The patient suffered these headaches for 7 days prior to being neurologically investigated (for the first time), at the neurological emergency department of our hospital. The described cluster episode was the first one in patient’s life. In the emergency neurological department where the patient was initially examined, we performed brain computed tomography (CT), which revealed normal findings. The patient was treated with oxygen therapy, 15 L/min by facial mask for 15 minutes, and the headache almost completely disappeared – he just felt mild numbness around the left eye. The patient was without pain for about 12 hours, but headache attacks appeared again. Clinical and neurological examinations were completely normal. On the second day of hospitalization, we performed magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the head, which showed multiple focal demyelinating changes, up to 11 mm in diameter, localized in the supratentorial frontotemporoparietal white matter, suprapa- and periventricular corners of the lateral chambers on both sides, in the centrum semiovale, corpus callosum, basal ganglia, and in the left perithalamic region. Also, lesions were found dorsolaterally in the right half of the pons, and in the left middle cerebellar peduncle (brachium pontis). These changes, by their localizations and MRI characteristics, were defined by the neuroradiologist to be typical for MS (Figure 1).

The results of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) isoelectric focusing after lumbar puncture were positive for oligoclonal bands in the gamma regions, while cytological, biochemical, serological, and virological findings of the CSF were normal.

We also performed additional tests: neuroophthalmological examination, craniogram with parasanal sinuses projection, and digital subtraction angiography. All findings were normal. Complete blood count, bioanalyzer and immunoserological analyses were also within normal range. From the neurophysiological examinations of our patient, the blink reflex study on the left showed findings supporting lesion of the medulla oblongata. Also, brainstem auditory evoked potentials (BAEPs) on the left side showed prolonged latency of III, IV, and V waves, which indicated damage of the upper part of the mesencephalon and pons.

The patient was treated with methylprednisolone 1,000 mg per day intravenously (IV) for 5 consecutive days, with tapering during 12 days. This therapy was introduced as a transitional therapy for frequent CH; after that, we introduced prophylactic therapy for CH, verapamil with slowly increasing dose to the target stable dose of 320 mg per day, which he took regularly for 1 year. The headache attacks gradually subsided within the first 5 days, and the patient was headache-free during 3 years of follow up, with

### Table 1 Diagnostic criteria for CLH

| International Headache Society criteria for cluster headache are met |
| Physical examination during and outside attacks is normal |
| A lesion is located in a site where trigeminovascular system can be activated |
| Headache is cured after treatment of the second disease without recurrence |

**Abbreviation:** CLH, cluster-like headache.
normal neurological findings and with no MS relapse, either clinically or neuroradiologically.

**Discussion and literature review**

Our patient is a typical CLH patient. This rare type of headache was the first and only symptom of MS in our patient. The patient was diagnosed as having MS according to the new McDonald's criteria (2011 revision). The present case raises a few questions, and the first one is: Is there a relationship between the two pathological conditions, or is the association just a coincidence? We think that relationship between these two diseases exists and that coincidence is less probable. Our patient had multiple demyelinating lesions, including brain stem localization, and according to the literature, several times CH has been found in patients with similar distribution of demyelination. A similar case was described by Leandri et al. The description adheres exactly to the ICHD-II criteria, and preventive therapy was also effective. A demyelination lesion was diagnosed, by MRI, in the pons at the trigeminal nerve root entry zone on the side of the headache. In this situation, one should expect trigeminal neuralgia pain; however, the pain was typical for CH. The authors stated that there was probable interaction between the demyelinating lesion and trigeminovascular system, which caused altered activity of the fifth cranial nerve. A similar explanation can be given in our case.

Many other pathological conditions have been connected with CLH pain. West and Todman reported a case of chronic CLH associated with a vertebral artery aneurysm. They presented a case of chronic CLH lasting for 12 years. The patient had an aneurysm at the junction of the right vertebral and right posterior inferior cerebellar arteries, and after its surgical removal, the CH symptoms completely resolved. These two pathological conditions were on the same side, suggesting a possible relationship. Hannerz presented a patient with parasellar meningioma under the guise of CH. Removal of the tumor caused complete amelioration, making the hypothesis of relationship between the lesions in the cavernous sinus region and the CH symptoms and signs more likely. Also, subclavian steal phenomenon was reported, by Piovesan et al as a cause of CLH. The subclavian steal phenomenon, due to a thrombosed subclavian artery, and the CH pain were on the same side, but more interestingly, bypass surgery with a saphenous vein normalized blood circulation, and a few years later, there were no signs of CLH. The authors proposed the interesting theory that increased blood flow in the internal carotid arteries provoked venous enlargement in the cavernous sinus, which led to CLH. Also, some authors have described association between different tumors and CH, but most of them did not fulfill ICHD-II criteria. Domitz et al conducted a MEDLINE® research study to identify all published CLH or symptomatic CH studies, between 1980 and 2001. They had problems in detecting all CLH cases as some were published in CH series. The authors identified 68 cases, but because of many investigation difficulties, some cases were probably overlooked. They classed all cases in four groups, based on the second neurological disease: 1) facial diseases; 2) cavernous sinus region pathologies; 3) cranial vessels; and 4) other diseases, including MS. These data
suggest caution in patients with symptoms of CH, and we recommend complete neuroradiological assessment of such patients, because a life-threatening pathology can be hidden in the background.

TACs belong to the primary headache syndromes. They can be easily recognized by unilateral high-intensity pain, headaches of short duration associated with paroxysmal ipsilateral facial autonomic symptoms. This headache group includes three entities: CH; paroxysmal hemicrania; and short-lasting unilateral pain with characteristics of neuralgiform headache, followed by conjunctival hyperemia and lacrimation. Reviewing 31 cases of patients with TAC, Favier et al found that even TACs with typical presentation can be caused by an underlying lesion, but unfortunately, the clinical warning symptoms and signs of lesion are relatively rare, thus the authors recommended complete neuroradiological investigation in all TAC patients. This is in accordance with our practical clinical suggestion for such patients.

Edvardsson described the case of a 24-year-old patient who presented with a 1-month history of pain located in the left orbit. He was diagnosed with CH. The patient responded to symptomatic treatment, but 2 weeks later, CT scan showed signs of acute maxillary sinusitis on the side of the headache. The headache attacks resolved completely after appropriate treatment with antibiotics and sinus puncture. The author concluded that:

[…] neuroimaging, preferably contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging, including sinuses examination, should always be considered in patients with CH despite normal findings of neurological examination.

On the other hand, only few months later, Edvardsson conducted a study of 63 CH or CLH cases from the literature, which were associated with an underlying intracranial lesion. He suggested that:

[…] neuroimaging, preferably contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging/magnetic resonance angiography, should be undertaken only in patients with atypical symptomatology, late onset, abnormal examination findings (including Horner’s syndrome), or those resistant to the appropriate medical treatment.

However, we think that lack of prospective studies, which are needed to identify the prevalence of symptomatic CHs, imposes an obligation to conduct full neuroradiological assessment in patients with such symptoms.

**Figure 2** Protocol for investigation of CH patients.
**Abbreviations:** CH, cluster headache; CLH, cluster-like headache; CT, computed tomography; CTA, computed tomography angiography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; MRA, magnetic resonance angiography; MS, multiple sclerosis; US, ultrasound.
Another detail should be mentioned. It is well known that CH onset usually occurs between the third and fifth decade.20,21 The peak incidence for both sexes is reached between age 20–29 years.21,22 In the Edvardsson’s review of symptomatic cases, the mean age of symptom presentation was 40 years, which supports the opinion that late onset CH should prompt careful evaluation.20 Our patient was 45 years at admission, and this was one of the warning signs that he should be given extra attention.

One of the quite neglected points is the quality of neurological, physical, and clinical examinations in patients with CH symptoms. In fact, a few cases prove that, even in patients that fulfill the ICHD criteria for CH, the examination was not ordinary.2,23,24 Physical findings should be as complete as possible and not limited to the face and cranial nerve explorations. A complete physical and, of course, neurological examination is always advisable because some indirect signs of a lesion, such as galactorrhea, for pituitary adenomas, or blood pressure difference between the arms, in subclavian steal phenomenon, may be overlooked without thorough examination.25 Mainardi et al also emphasized the importance of accurate, clinical evaluation in patients with CH symptoms.25 Although our patient had many demyelinating lesions in different brain areas, the neurological and clinical findings were unremarkable, except for the specific signs of CLH.

Conclusion
We presented a 45-year-old male patient who had typical CH symptoms as a first manifestation of MS, which was diagnosed after CSF isoelectric focusing and MRI investigation. He was a typical CLH patient since in the background of the CH symptoms and signs, were MS demyelinating lesions. CH attacks as clinical overt symptoms of MS have been considered to be rare, until recently, but a growing number of these cases have been described in the last few years. However, the association between these two pathological conditions is unclear. On the other hand, many other life-threatening diseases can be the probable cause of CH. Knowing the abovementioned facts, we created a protocol for patients with CH symptoms and signs. This protocol is based on possible underlying pathology that can be seen as part of CLH. The diseases for consideration have all already been described and reported in the literature (Figure 2).2,15–17,26–36
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